Here is a series of instances, where this office was NOT able to keep cases where we believe we
should have:

-(REDACTED): DOB 01/29/2003
A defendant who was indicted in Troy for shooting someone in the head (the
victim survived), was previously arrested at age 16 for possessing a loaded pistol
in Albany. An extraordinary circumstances motion was denied and the case was
removed to Family Court prior to the Troy shooting.
-(REDACTED 1): DOB: 4/24/03, Arrested on 5/28/2020 for CPW 2nd.
This defendant was shot in the abdomen on 5/12/2020 and fled the scene with two
others in a car. The car was abandoned in the area of 16 N Manning Blvd. and a
loaded 9 mm was recovered from the backseat where (REDACTED 1) admits to
sitting (oral admission). He was uncooperative about the shooting. We filed
papers and had a hearing to establish extraordinary circumstances. Denied. He
was RUS’d (Released Under the Supervision of Probation) even though the People
requested 25K bail be set.
He was previously before Judge Rivera for Att. Murder 2nd and CPW 2nd. He
possessed a loaded weapon and was threatening to shoot (REDACTED 2) on July
24, 2019. He posted a video on Facebook with his brother, (REDACTED 3)
regarding this (REDACTED 3 also had a loaded weapon). (REDACTED 3) has
been indicted (REDACTED 3 was 19 at the time).
A hearing was held, and though the Judge found our arguments to be very
compelling, he found it did not rise to the level of extraordinary circumstances.
Defendant was sentenced March 4, 2020 to family court probation. He was RUS’d
on that charge as well.
The court also concluded that posting a video of the brothers stating their intention
to murder someone while both were armed with loaded guns did not qualify for
removal because the guns were not “displayed”.
(Redacted): This is a gang assault case. The defendant was among a group of
people who attacked the victim. One of them stabbed the victim and he suffered
an injury to his lung that was nearly fatal. We could not prove exactly which
person in the group stabbed the victim, but defendant was definitely a participant
in the attack. The court found no extraordinary circumstances.

(Redacted) Two teenagers, a 16-year-old from Clifton park, and a 17-year-old
from Troy, armed with ghost handguns, including a fully automatic 9mm capable
of firing 50 rounds in a few seconds, were arrested in October 2021 during a traffic
stop in Albany as they drove a Porsche through a neighborhood near Central
Avenue with their headlights off at night.
The police investigated concerns that the teens were planning a drive-by shooting
when they were stopped near the intersection of Quail Street and Washington
Avenue. At the time of the stop, there was a sidewalk vigil taking place blocks
away for a person who had been killed in an earlier homicide.
Police did not identify the teenagers because of their ages. The 16-year-old was
driving the Porsche, which is registered to his mother, and the 17-year-old was
seated in the back of the car next to an open window with the weapons — two
9mm handguns, high-capacity ammunition clips, and 300 rounds of ammunition —
within reach.

The two were arrested, both charged with 2 counts of criminal possession of a
weapon, and 4 counts of criminal possession of a weapon for large capacity
ammunition feeding devices.
Both teens were arraigned, and we requested remand, but the court released them
to their parents, putting them under house arrest with Electronic Monitoring.
The People filed an Extraordinary Circumstances motions with regard to both
defendants. On 12/15/21, the Court found that the facts of this case did not present
extraordinary circumstances with regard to the 16-year-old defendant and the case
was removed to Family Court.
Subsequently, on February 15, 2022, the Court found that there were also no
extraordinary circumstances present with regard to the 17-year-old’s case and his
case was removed to Family Court.
(Redacted): (17 years old) was arrested the morning of 8/4/21 for CPW 2nd for
possessing a loaded 9mm handgun (1 round in chamber with 18 additional rounds
in the magazine). The gun was located in the left pant leg. At approximately 3:30
a.m, patrol offers noticed a group of three individuals walking north on Ontario
Street, two of which were wearing black ski masks.
When the officers exited their vehicle to speak to the group, they took off running.
As the defendant was running, the officer noticed that he was holding his
waistband with his left hand. The officer that gave chase was able to tackle the
defendant, and located the gun in his left pant leg.
Another officer was able to apprehend a co-defendant (REDACTED) who
discarded a .32 caliber revolver from his left hoodie pocket while running away.
The defendant has a prior CPW 2nd arrest from 11/27/20 which was diverted to
family court.
In the prior case, the police responded to a call for “a male wearing an all-black
sweat suit with a hood on his head, walking down Quail Street with a long silver
gun”. When the police arrived in the area, they approached a group of kids, some
of which matched the description and told them they would like their compliance
in a pat down for weapons as they matched the description of someone they were
looking for.
A stolen .357 Ruger was located in the defendant’s front right pocket/waistband.
This weapon had been reported stolen out of Gouverneur, NY (burglary).

The People agreed to 10K cash/20K bond/40K partially secured after meeting with
APD, probation and assistant county attorney and learned defendant’s other history
was all non-violent, he has stable housing and there is no allegation of violence in
this case. The People were constrained to agree to removal to family court based
on previous decisions of this court finding loaded weapons possession does not
constitute Extraordinary Circumstances. Eventually received probation for this
case.

With respect to the above examples, when cases are moved to Family Court,
the People are completely removed from the process and whatever minor
form of accountability is imposed will be sealed and kept secret. Thus the
public will never know what happened and any attempt to examine the
consequences of the system is thwarted.
Pre-2019, these defendants likely would have been in custody for the first
round of charges and resolved them for a reasonable determinate sentence.
Now some face possible incarceration for longer periods because of
subsequent crimes. A 16-year-old is not being helped in any practical way
when they are released after being arrested for a violent, or gun-related
crime.

